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ABSTRACT
The Mrjssbauer spectrum of iron in both dioctahedral and trioctahedral micas can be
isomer
usecl to determine nondestructively the ferrous and ferric iron content. Variations in
and
shift and quadrupole splitting among the micas have been correlated with chemical
charactermicas
are
potassium-depleted
of
spectra
structural variations. The Mdssbauer
istic of the parent structure, except for changes in oxidation state'
INtnoluctroN

The micas form an important classof layered silicatesof general formuThe metal ion M existsin
(OH), or KMa2+AISLO10(OH)r'
la KMra+415LOro
octahedralcoordinationbetweentetrahedrallayersof SiO2.Dependingon
the fraction of octahedral sites filled, a mica can be classifiedas dioctahedral (M: Als+ or other trivalent cation) or trioctahedral (M: Mg2+
or other divalent cation). Naturally occurring micas usually contain a

tude for dioctahedral than for trioctahedral micas'
The Mijssbauer effect (Mcjssbauer,1958) has found many applications
in solid-state chemistry and physics. In particular, the technology of iron
M<issbauerspectroscopyhas beendevelopedto a greaterextent than that
of any other element. Applications to silicate mineralogy have been summarized in recent articles (Bancroft, Maddock, and Burns, 1967;
weaver, wampler, and Pecuil, 1967).Becausethe techniqueenablesone
to obtain information concerningiron in a solid structure as to oxidation

ferric iron in micas and their potassium-depletedproducts using Mcissbauer spectroscopy.
aa
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TnBonv
The basic principles of the Mcissbauereffect have been well presented
in books (see,for example,Wertheim, 1964). To observethe effect one
must have a radioactive sourceof low energy gamma radiation and an absorber containing the same isotope. For iron the source is the 14.4 keV
excited state of Fe57,produced by electron capture in 27O day Co57.
Natural iron contains2.2 percent Fe57,so that in principle any iron-containing compound may be used as an absorber. In solids the possibility
exists for recoil-free emission and absorption of the 14.4 keV gamma
radiation, which is the Mcissbauereffect.
Becauseof the extraordinarily narrow line width (about 10-8 eV for
Fe57),small interactions between the nucleus and surrounding electron
cloud are observable, and these interactions are of primary interest in
chemical applications. The interactions are electromagneticin origin, and
cause the 14.4 keV transition in the absorber to be slightly changed in
energy. Because of the narrow line width, slight changes in transition
energy prevent resonant absorption of the gamma ray. Varying the gamma ray energy externally until resonant absorption is observed allows
determination of the changeswhich have occurred in the absorber transition energy. Although magnetic dipole interactions are important in some
materials, this paper will be concerned only with the electric monopole
and quadrupole interactions. The first is due to variations in electron
density at the nucleus, and is the primary cause of the isomer shift,
I.S., which is the energyshift necessaryfor resonancein a given absorber
relative to a standard. In the caseof Fes7,the isomer shift dependsstrongIy on the oxidation state of iron and less strongly on the nature of the
coordinating anions and degreeof covalency. The quadrupole interaction
is a splitting of the nuclear levels due to the interaction between the
nuclear quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient. For Fe57a
nonzero field gradient causesthe single Iine transition to split into two
peaks corresponding to f-] and f-f nuclear spin transitions. The energy
difference between the two peaks, called the quadrupole splitting, Q.S.,
is determined by the crystal geometry as well as the nature of the coordinating ligands about the iron.
Finally, different absorbersdiffer widely in the fraction of gamma rays
absorbed without recoil (/). For an appreciable effect,/ must approach
unity. In general,/ increasesat low temperatures and for strongly-bonded
crystal structures. The wide-spread use of Fe57is due primarily to the
large/ values at room temperaturefor many iron-containingsolids.
ExprnrltnNterNuclear. The usual method, tovary the gamma energy and trace out the Miissbauer absorption line, is an applicationof the Doppler efiect. Relative motion between source and
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absorber adds or subtracts an energy increment lh:,:E(tt/c), where a is the relative speed
and c the speed of light. In terms of relative speed, the natural line width of the Fe57resonant peak is about 0.2 mm/sec. Therefore, speeds of several mm/sec are adequate to
trace out the absorption spectrum wrsus energy
Both constant velocity and constant acceleration spectrometers have been used in this
work, in conjunction with a 512 channel a.na,lyzerand xenon-methane proportional detector. The source was 2 mC Co57difiused in palladium, and all spectra were taken at room
temperature.
fn order to minimize orientation efiects, finely-ground (1-5pm) micas were mixed with
dextrose for uniform distribution over the sample area. The layer structure of a mica such
as biotite causes a marked asymmetry between the two peaks of the quadrupole doublet
(Pollak, de Coster, and Amelinckx, 1962) Random orientation should equalize the peak
intensities except for second-order effects In this work there was no evidence for asymmetry in the ground micas. One of the biotite flake samples had an intensity ratio cf 1.9 to 1,
comparable to that of earlier work (Pollak, de Coster, and Amelinckx, 1962). However, the
ground sample of the same mica had a completely symmetric doublet (seeFig. 1A).
Typical spectra are shown in Figures I and 2. The counts from the 14.4 keV gamma
collected per unit time are shown z'ersi.tsrelative velocity. The units of count rate are arbitrary; the important feature is that a decreasein count rate must be due to resonant absorption by the absorber. Therefore a velocity of minimum observed count rate corresponds to
an energy of maximum absorption. These spectra have been analyzed (Figs 1A and 18) by
a computer program developed in 1966 at Argonne National Laboratory by W C. Davidon
and modified by us for use with an IBM 360/75. This program assumes the spectrum to be a
sum of peaks, each having the Lorentzian line shape:

y/yo: r -./It+

- ri,)
1+/B\@

(1)

maxiwhereyisthecountingrateatvelocity x,athefractionaleffect,pthewidthathalf
mum, and 16 the velocity of maximum resonance. The program iterates to find the values of
a,9, xo and ]s which best fit the data. The number of peaks must be assumed, and constraints, such as equal values of p, may be imposed.
The typical fit (see Figs. 1A or 18) has four peaks consisting of two symmetric doublets
of equal B. The widely-spaced doublet is due to ferrous iron and the narrow one to ferric
(Weaver, Wampler and Pecuil, 1967). The product aB, or relative intensity, is a measureof
the ferrous or ferric iron content. The quadrupole splitting, Q.S., is the velocity difference
between the two peaks of a doublet, while the isomer shift, LS., is the velocity difference
between the center of a doubiet and a standard. We used the center of the sodium nitroprusside doublet as zero velocitv,
Chemi'catr.The micas studied are listed in Table 1. Total chemical analyses of the micas
were performed according to the procedures of Shapiro and Brannock (1956). The method
of Reichen and Fahey (1962) was used to determine ferrous iron in parent and K+ depleted
micas. Potassium was removed from parent micas b1' treatment with sodium tetraphenylboron (Reed and Scott, 1962) to form K+ depleted, i.e., "weathered" products, which were
then converted to the Ca2+or Mg2+ product.
The samples studied were obtained by grinding sheets selected from hand specimens of
single mica books. Materials were ground under water, separated into fractions, and the
l-Sp size fraction taken for study.

RBsur-rs
Relatiae
intensities.
The areaundera Mdssbauerabsorptionline is related
to the number of absorbingnuclei per unit areain the absorber'For a
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Frc. 1. Mcissbauer spectra for (A) untreated and (B) magnesium-saturated biotite 83.
Relative count rate oerszrsabsorber velocity is shown. The solid lines are computer fits to
the data. The peak at -0.3 mm/sec is a superposition of both Fe2+ and Fe3+ lines; the
upper halves of the two doublets are well separated. The four individual peaks are indicated by dashed curves. Note the increased intensity of the Fe3+peaks for the magnesiumsaturated sample, corresponding to increased oxidation of iron.
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Frc. 2. M<issbauer spectra for (A) untreated biotite 82 and (B) untreated muscovite
M6. The large fraction of oxidized iron in the muscoviteis readilyapparent.Theouter two
peaks (ferrous doublet) in the muscovite have a larger splitting than in the biotite. These
spectra are directly photographed from the oscilloscope trace of relative count rate ?d/sfis
multichannel analyzer channel number. The channel number is a linear function of absorber
velocity.

Lorentzian line shape,the relationshiphas been tabulated (Hafemeister
and Shera, 1966).In the limit of very thin absorber:
I : lrlsoofJ'u

(2)

where16 and ae are the natural line width and absorptioncrosssection,/
and/' are recoil-freefractionsfor sourceand absorber,and zois the number
of absorbingnuclei per unit area.Using parametersfor Fe57(Muir, Ando
for a quadrupole
and Cooper, 1966), the relative intensity R.I.(:40)
doublet is:
R.I. :

(0.027ff') X (-g Fe/cm2)

(3)

As the iron content increases,the relative intensity saturates and the line
shape is no longer Lorentzian.
For a given absorbercontainingmore than one distinguishablesite for
iron, the relative intensities of the Mcissbauerpeaks will give relative site
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Tanr,r 1. Srnuc:runar,Fonrr,rur,es
ol Mrces Srulrnou
Trioctahedral Micas
Biotites
81
Ko sNao or (Fe21nFe36rnAlorsMgo 8eTi014)(Sir b5Alls ) O r c ( O H ) r g z F o . o z

B2
B3b

Kr soNao.m (l'e21 a5Fe3n2aAI6 66Mgo aTin ou) (SL rsAlr n)Oro(OH)r srForo
K (Fe, Mg)3 (AISL)Oil(OH),

Phlogopite
Pl
Ko srNacs6(Fe26
2elfe36
osAlcro'fio ozMgsoz) (Si?56.41r
c)Om(OH)z
Dioctahedral Micas

Muscovites
M4
Kc
M6
Kc

s8Nao 66 (Fe2n 16Fe3nrzAlr erMgo orlio oe) (Si: mAlo s+)Oro(OH)rggFom
ssNao 65 (Fe2e liF-e3623A1165Mgs orlio or) (Siao+Alos6)Oro(OH)rooFoor

Glauconite
cb
K(Fe)z (AISI)O,o (OH),
Nontronite
Nb
Nao oz(Fe)z(Alo ozSi:m)Om(OH)z
"I'he biotites 82 and 83, phlogopite, glauconite, and nontronite were obtained
from Wards Natural Science Establishment, I{ochester, New York. The other micas
were collected in western North Carolina.
b Specific chemical composition not determined.

populations in a thin absorber. This approach has been used effectively
in a number of mineralogicalapplications (Bancroft, Burns, and Maddock, 1967). However, the variation in/'as the absorbing material is
changed generally limits analysis to relative measurementsin a single
sample.
Computer analysis of the spectra showed evidenceonly for single sites
containing ferrous or ferric iron. The variations in iron sites may broaden
the peaks, but do not causeany appreciabledeviation from the Lorentzian shape.
In Table 2 a comparisonis made between fractional oxidation of iron
determined by the ratio of relative intensities and by chemical means.
Throughout a range of total iron content, the present technique yields
comparable results with chemical methods. The nondestructive nature of
the Mrissbauer analysis is a great advantage compared to the usual ferrous iron determination in these materials (Reichen and Fahey, 1962).
The precisioncan be improved by Iengtheningcounting time, or especialIy by increasing the activity of the source.
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it was of interest to test equat;on
In addition to relative measurements,
(3) experimentallyto seehow wide a variation is observedin/' among the
micas (/being constant for a given source), and also to see over what
range the linear relationship holds. This has been tested from 2 to 30
mg/cm2 total iron. The relative intensity is plotted aersusiron content in
Figure 3. Without a backgroundcorrection,the curve saturatesat about
10 mg/cm2. Correctedfor backgroundthe curve remainslinear over the
range studied,with a least-squares
slopeof (9.3+ 0.3)X 10-Bmm/sec per
mgf cm2,giving JJ'-03- This correspondsto a reasonablylarge recoilfree fraction in the micas at room temperature. More important, there
appears to be no significant variation in // among any of the micas studied. As a consequence,not only relative percent oxidation, br.rt absolute
Talr,u

2. Coupa.nrsoN or FnacrroNar, Oxrl,ttroN or InoN ,qs Drronurxr:l
RELATT\T In:rrNsrrv lxo Crrnurclr, Mrtnons

tv

Fraction Fe Oxidized
Sample

Total h-e (/s)
Relative Intensitv

B1
B2

15.5
20.3

D1

A1

M4
M6

4.5

o.t7
0 .1 3
o.22
0.42
0.64

Chemical

0.11
0 .1 4
0.23
0 .5 1
0.69

ferric and ferrous iron determination in micas appearspracticable by this
technique.
In Table 3 is shown the fractional oxidation of iron in samplesof artificially "weathered" micas.Potassiumwas rapidly removedfrom the trioctahedralmicas, 90-100 percent of the initial K+ being releasedwithin
severaldays. The dioctahedralmicasreleasedtheir K+ much lessreadily;
and after several weeks of treatment 20-30 percent of the initial K+ remained. Potassiumcould be reintroducedinto the products, which were
essentially artificially produced vermiculites, to reproduce the micas or
mica-like structure. In all casesthe leached samplesresaturated with K+
exhibitedthe characteristic10 A mica spacing,whereasthe Ca2+or Mg2+
product showedthe 15 A spacingtypical of expandedmica, i.e., vermiculite. The intermediate (a8/6 of original K+) in the resaturationof biotite
B2 had a basal spacingof 25 A characteristicof a regular alternation of
K+ and Ca2+interlayers,whereasthat of the phlogopiteP1 showedrandom introduction of K+. A large fraction of the original ferrous iron was
oxidized in every caseexcept those samples (M6 and G) originally con-
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Frc. 3. Relative intensity rersus iron content for micas. Both dioctahedral and trioctahedral micas are included, and both Fe2+ and Fe3+peaks. A background counting correction
has been made Within experimental error the data fali onto a single straight line up to 30
mgf crn2.Only the lower portion is shown.

taining more Fe3+ than Fe2+.Resaturation with K+ Ieft essentially unchanged the ratio of Fe3+to Fe2+observedin the expanded material. The
amount of oxidation appears to be independent of total iron content,
type of mica, or total layer charge. In trioctahedral micas, according to
Newman and Brown (1966),iron oxidation occursindependentlyof other
effects of interlayer alteration, requiring only expansionof the interlayer
spacing to allow atmosphericoxygen to reach the iron sites and react
accordingto:
O: * 4Fez+* 4OH-(structural) --+4Fe3+I2H$

* 4Oe-(structural) (4)

The oxidation observedby Mcissbauerspectroscopyis in agreementwith
this mechanismand with Newman and Brown's chemicalstudies of the
alteration process.Accordingto the above,oncethe interlayershave been
expanded and the iron oxidized, there should be no further changein the
ps3+/ps2+ ratio upon reintroducing K+ and collapsing the layers, in
agreement with the present observations.
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'I'.q.ur,n
3 M6ssnauln Dntnnlr xerroN or InoN Oxroe:rtoNrN Ar-rnnao Mrc.ls
'Iotal

Sample'

B1 (untreated)
B2 (untreated)"
VB2 (Ca)
VB2 (CalK)
vB2 (K)
83 (untreated)
VB3 (Mg)
P1 (untreated)"
VP1 (Ca)
VP1 (CalK)
vP1 (K)
M4 (untreated)
VM4 (Ca)
M6
VM6 (Ca)
G (untreated)
VG (Ca)

lfe

(%)
15..5

20.s

+. .)

4.5
14.0

Irraction
Original K+b

100
1.00
0.07
0.48
0 .8 7
1.00
o.24
1.00
0.04
0 .6 1
0.89
100
0 .3 5
1.00
0 .1 9
1.00
0.21

Fraction Fe
Oxidized

0.17
013
041
0.44
0.37
0 .1 6
0.43
o.22
0.37
0.36
0.33
0.42
0.66
0.64
0 .7 0
0.91
1. 0 0

" V refers to micas treated for K+-removal. Symbols in parentheses refer to added
saturating cations.
b The fraction of original K+ remaining or added is indicated.
" K+ v,'as replaced by reversing the alteration process.

I somershi,ftsand splittings. Table 4 gives the isomer shifts and quadrupole
splittings observedin this work. The most striking featuresare the constancy within a mica group and the easeof distinguishingby meansof the
quadrupolesplitting among trioctahedralmicas,muscovites,and glauconite.
The isomer shifts for both Fe2+and Fe3+are essentiallythe same for
all the micas studied and are characteristic of ionic compounds. Interlayer cation substitution did not affect the isomer shift except possibly
for a slight increasein the caseof M6. Sincethesemineralsare ionic, it is
expected that interlayer processesshould not appreciably change the
.$-electrondensity at the iron nucleus, and thus the isomer shift should
remain constant.
In addition, the quadrupole splittings were not affected by interlayer
substitution, with the possible exception again of a muscovite, M4. This
result was unexpected,due to the wide variation in the rates of K+removal
and X-ray patterns of the intermediates,and indicatesthat not only the
.r-electrondensity, but the charge distribution about the iron sites is insensitive to chemical alteration of the interlavers. A marked variation in
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fa.sln 4. Isounn Snrnts AND QuADRUpom Str-trrrNcs or
Mrca Seuplns eNo Trrr:'rn Ar.rnneo Pnooucts
Isomer shifts are relative to sodium nitroprusside. All values are in mm/sec. Values
in parenthesis have greater statistical error due to low intensity of the peak.
Fe3+

Fe2+

Sample

Q.s.

T.S.
B1
B2
VB2 (Ca)
VB2 (CalK)
vB2 (K)
B3
VB3 (Mg)
P1
VP1 (Ca)
vPl (CalK)
vP1 (K)
Average,
Trioctahedral
M4
VM4 (Ca)
M6
VM6 (Ca)
Average,Muscovite
G
VG (Ca)
Nontronite (Na)

t.J,

1. 3 8
r ..1.)
IJO

1. 3 8
I

Jr

1.34
I.JT

1.40
1. 3 9
I.J/

| 3 7+ 0 . 0 2
135
1. 3 6
139
148
139+0.06
(1 s)

247
2.51
250
2.48
2.44
a

t1

2.42
2.M
2.46
2.M
2.50
2.46+0.03
2.89
3.12
287
285
2.93+0.12
( 2. 3 )

(0.8)
(0.8)
070
0.71
0 .6 6
(0.6)
076
(0 7)
0.63
0.60
0.70
0.68+0.05
0 .6 4
0 .5 5
0.64
0 .6 6
0 62+0.05
0.62
0 .6 1
062

(0 6)
(0.8)
0.86
0.90
1. 0 1
(0.6)
0 .8 8

(0 e)
093
0.86
0.86
0 . 9 0+ 0 . 0 5
069
0.67
0 .7 0
0 .6 8
0.68+002
0.45
0.42
0.38

quadrupole splitting was observedamong the various micas, however.
The muscovitesamplesshow a splitting for Fe2+considerablylarger than
the trioctahedral micas. The differenceis large enough to be an easily distinguishable feature of the Mcissbauer spectra of these materials. The
splittings for Fe3+fall into three groups.Once again the muscovitesand
trioctahedral micas are easily distinguished, but the trioctahedral splittings are the larger. Glauconite and nontronite appear to form a separate
group with the smallest Fe3+splittings. Unfortunately, neither of these
latter sampleshad enough Fe2+ to classify the ferrous splitting.
Reports have been made recently of shifts and splittings for certain
micas.In comparisonsthe isomer shifts have been adjusted to the nitroprussidestandard (Muir, Ando, and Cooper,1966).Biotite spectrahave
been reported by severalworkers (Weaver, Wampler, and Pecuil, 1967;
Herzgnbergand Toms, 1966; Pollak, de Coster, and Amelinckx, 1962).
The two earlier reports assumedtwo sites of equal population for ferrous
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iron in biotite, primarily becauseof the asymmetric spectra obtained. We
have observed that the asymmetry disappears when the biotite is powderedand randomly oriented.Reasonablynarrow peak widths (about 0.5
mm/sec) were observedin all the micas. Adding more peaks in the computer analysis did not improve the fit. The conclusionis that there is only
one iron site in biotite distinguishable by Mcissbauerspectroscopy.The
presentvaluesfor the Fe2+I.S. and Q.S. agreewithin experimentalerror
w i t h t h e a d j u s t e do n e so f W e a v e r e t a l . ( 1 9 6 7 )( I . S . : 1 . 4 1 , Q . S . : 2 . 4 0 ) .
They report a somewhat smaller splitting (0.60) for Fe3+ in a naturally
weatheredbiotite. The computer analysisin the present work provides
more precision than graphical methods for overlapping peaks, and may
account for small differences.
Weaver, Wampler, and Pecuil (1967) also report valuesfor nontronite
( F e 3 +I . S . : 0 . 5 6 , Q . S . : 0 . 6 ) a n d g l a u c o n i t e( F e e +I . S . : 0 . 6 1 , Q . S .: 0 . 6 4 ;
Fe2+I.S.N1 .4, Q.S.-2.2). Hofman, Fluck and Kuhn (1967) report Fe3+
I . S . : 0 . 7 2 , Q . S . : 0 . 5 7 f o r g l a u c o n i t e .N l a l d e n a n d M e a d s ( 1 9 6 7 ) h a v e
d e t e r m i n e dp a r a m e t e r sf o r a m u s c o v i t e ( F e z + I . S . : 1 . 3 7 , Q . S . : 2 . 9 8 ;
Fe3+LS.:0.66, Q.S.:0.72). The muscovite parametersare in excellent
agreementwith the presentresultsl the reported Fe3+splittings for nontronite and glauconite are somewhat higher.
DrscussroN
Becauseof the relative constancy of the isomer shifts, our discussion
will be confined to the observed trends in quadrupole splittings. The
splitting for Fe2+is due primariiy to localized distortion of the electron
cloud at the iron site. Due to the spherical symmetry of the d5 configuration, a noncubic charge distortion external to the ion is necessaryfor
quadrupole splitting of the Fe3+Iine. For Fe2+Ingalls has discussedthe
effect of the crystal field on the quadrupole splitting (Ingalls, 1964) and
his interpretation has been used in discussionof results on other silicates
(Bancroft, Maddock and Burns, 1967). With perfect octahedral symmetry about Fe2+,no splitting would be observed.Application of an axial
field increasesthe splitting up to a maximum value oI 3.7 mm/sec (Ingalls, 1964), but spin-orbit effects,structural contributions, and high
temperatures all tend to reduce the splitting observed. For a given axial
field, application of a rhombic distortion will also reduce the observed
splitting.
The constancyof Q.S. among a mica group indicates the relative unimportance of a number of factors on the electric field gradient. The trioctahedral micas span a range of iron content fuom 4.7 to 20.3 percent.
Wide variations occur in content of Al, Mg, and other elements (see
Table 1). The structure has been expanded, replacing K+ with Ca2+ or
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Mg2+, and collapsedagain. None of these factors affect Q.S. either for
I'e2+or Fe3+.A similar result was found for the muscovites.However, the
Fet+ Q.S. has an averageoI 2.9 ior the muscovitesand 2.5 for the trioctahedrals.The value of 2.9 is about the sameas the largestvalues reported
for six-coordinateFe2+in the silicates(Bancroft, Maddock and Burns,
1967).The large Fez+Q.S. for the muscovitesis associatedwith a Fe3+
Q.S. smaller than that for the trioctahedrals.If the Fet+ Q.S. is assumed
due to the externalgeometry, that contribution is smallerfor the muscovites. As expectedtheoreticallv,a smaller structural cenhlfution oi\/pq
rise to a larger P'"2+Q.S.
Both the glauconiteand nontronite fall into another categorywith the
smallestFe'+ Q.S. Generally,both glauconiteand nontronite have higher
Si to Al ratio in the tetrahedrallayer and, consequently,lesslayer cnarge
than ordinary micas (Warshaw and Roy, 1961).The nontronite was an
expandedmaterial with an exchangecapacity of 0.84 meq/gm, but the
glauconite had a broad basal mica spacing and a laver charge (2.2
meq/gm) not much less than that of the muscovites(2.3-2.4 meq/gm).
The similar half-width of all the samplesseemsto rule out more than one
iron site, such as tetrahedraland octahedraliron (Weaver,Wampler and
Pecuil, 1967),contributing to the low splitting in nontronite. High iron
content by itself did not affect Q.S. for the trioctahedralcase.Although
the structural reasonis unclear, the iron environment appearsless distorted for nontronite and glauconitethan for the other samplesstudied.
The interpretation of the quadrupole splittings of the micas needs
more study to insure that the regularitiesobservedare indeed general.
However, our results provide strong evidence that the splittings are primarily causedby structural variationsin the plane of the layers,and that
distortion and expansionbetweenlayers have little, if any, effect.Thus,
vermiculite Mrtssbauerparameters are apparently determined by the
parent mica. The variation among micas is significant enough to distinguish among severalgroups.Changesin oxidation state of the iron can be
easily followed, and a quantitative determination of both ferrous and
ferric iron can be made.
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